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2018 LIST OF SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

1. **Dr Karen Jogan.** Albright College. Reading, Pennsylvania. USA. “Creating Student Connections with Technology”, “Connecting and Assessing English in the Real World”, “Global Connections and Cultural Perceptions”.

2. **Dr. Roger W. Gee.** Holy Family University. Philadelphia. USA. “I have some – do you have any?”, “Adverbs of degree: They are quite interesting”, “Make your lessons authentic: Material from COCA”.


5. **Laura Renart.** British Council. Lima, Peru. "Insights on English Teaching in the Early Years - Research in Peru"
SPEAKERS:

1. **Dr. Kathleen Jogan.** University of Arkansas. Arkansas, USA. "Using motivation to improve connections", "Connecting students to their Education… honestly!", “Creating a culture of leadership”.

2. **Dr. Zorana Vasiljevic.** Bunkyo University. Koshigaya, Japan. "Teaching Idiomatic Expressions to EFL Learners", "Applying L2 Vocabulary Research Findings to Classroom Teaching".

3. **Maria Brown.** Dubai Women’s College, HCT. Dubai, United Arab Emirates. "Building Oral Language for Learners through Activities Designed to Enhance Grammatical Complexity”, "Using GO-TO Strategies to Scaffold Concept Development, Teach Academic and Technical Language and Promote Critical Thinking”.


6. **Nancy Ciudad Simmons and Wendy Anderson.** Georgia Gwinnett College. Georgia, Lawrenceville. USA. “From Me to You: Let’s Celebrate Our Connections”.


17. **Pauly Paredes Pérez.** Universidad Científica del Peru. Iquitos, Loreto, Peru. “Blending High Education Studies and English Classes to Indigenous Students”.


22. **Lourdes Talavera Ugarte.** Centro Cultural Peruano Norteamericano. Arequipa, Peru. “The use of Active Learning Strategies to help students develop their life skills while having fun!”, Guiding students towards the development of their Writing skills”, “Coaching as an effective professional development tool”.


